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Abstract  Previous research on the use of diagrams for argumentation instruction has highlighted, but not conclusively demonstrated, their potential benefits. We examine the relative benefits of using diagrams and diagramming tools to teach causal reasoning about public policy. Sixty-three Carnegie Mellon University students were asked to analyze short policy texts using either: 1) text only, 2) text and a pre-made, correct diagram representing the causal claims in the text, or 3) text and a diagramming tool with which to construct their own causal diagram. After a pretest and training, we tested student performance on a new policy text and found that students given a correct diagram (condition 2 above) significantly outperformed the other groups. Finally, we compared learning by testing students on a third policy problem in which we removed all diagram or tool aids and found that students who constructed their own diagrams (condition 3 above) learned the most. We describe these results and interpret them in a way that foreshadows work we now plan for a cognitive-tutor on causal diagram construction.
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Introduction

To become effective citizens, students must be able to analyze public policy. For example, students should be able to reason about causal questions such as: “Will decreasing the amount of junk-food commercials on TV decrease childhood obesity?” Furthermore, students’ reasoning must account for different claims presented by different sources, e.g. “Researchers claim that watching junk food commercials causes obesity, while industry advocates argue that junk food commercials only affect the brand of junk food consumed, not the total number of calories.”

Taken together, several bodies of research suggest that while students have difficulty reasoning about causal arguments [1-3], diagrammatic representations [4-12] and tools [13-16] might improve their reasoning. However, as Ainsworth [5] notes, research on the benefits of providing learners with more than one representation has produced mixed results. For example, a number of studies have found that learners benefit from either constructing or being presented with [diagrams]... Unfortunately, just as many studies have shown that learners can fail to benefit from these proposed advantages of [diagrams].

Furthermore, the efficacy of a given diagram format interacts heavily with both the particular task on which the diagram is applied, and students’ familiarity with the diagram format, i.e. the fact that a concept map can improve students’ recall [17] does not necessarily imply that a causal diagram will improve the accuracy of students’ policy inferences. Thus, the following are important open questions:

- For what domains and with what kind of pedagogy do we think diagrams will help? For example, should we use diagrams to teach causal reasoning about public policy texts? Given student fluency with text in general, we may not be
able to design pedagogy with diagrams that significantly improve reasoning in comparison with text, without exorbitant cost. Ainsworth [5] shows the difficulty of learning a new diagram format in general, and only a few studies (such as Suthers & Hundhausen [15]) have examined diagrams for causal reasoning, usually focusing on science, not policy.

- Should we give students pre-made diagrams, or should they construct their own? Some argue that students come to a deeper understanding of a problem or task constructing their own representations of it, while others argue that diagrams constructed by students contain too many errors to be useful, or that the empirical evidence for the benefit of construction is scant [14]. Many studies either do not examine (or do not find benefits for) “pure” diagram construction relative to “pure” interpretation, because they supplement construction with feedback [18] or scaffolding [19, 20], do not provide a correct diagram for the interpretation group [21], or do not directly contrast construction and interpretation [18].

- Does using/constructing a diagram have the same effect on learning as it does on performance? Even if we can temporarily increase performance by using diagrams, students may not learn much in transfer tasks in which the correct diagram is not immediately available.

1. Task and Intervention

To explore these questions, we gave students short, fictional, policy texts (Figure 1).

Childhood obesity is now a major national health epidemic. A number of facts are widely agreed upon by the public and scientific community: exercise decreases obesity, and eating junk food increases obesity. It’s also clear that people who watch more TV are exposed to more junk food commercials.

Parents for Healthy Schools (PHS), an advocacy group which fought successfully to remove vending machines from Northern Californian schools, claims that junk-food commercials on children’s television programming have a definite effect on the amount of junk food children eat. In a recent press conference, Susan Watters, the president of PHS stated that “...if the food companies aren’t willing to act responsibly, then the parents need to fight to get junk food advertising off the air.”

A prominent Washington lobbyist Samuel Berman, who runs the Center for Consumer Choice (CCC), a nonprofit advocacy group financed by the food and restaurant industries, argues that junk food commercials only “influence the brand of food consumers choose and do not not affect the amount of food consumed.” While Mr. Berman acknowledges that watching more TV may cause people to see more junk food commercials, he remains strongly opposed to any governmental regulation of food product advertising.

Recent studies by scientists at the National Health Institute have shown that watching more TV does cause people to exercise less.

Our tasks involved answering questions like: “According to the PHS, will making kids exercise more reduce the number of junk food commercials they watch?” Note that neither junk food commercials nor exercise affects the other, so the correct answer is “no.”

What is the correct diagram for a policy text and why? In the last two decades, researchers have produced a rigorous theory of causal reasoning that rests primarily on a semantics for causal diagrams in the form of directed graphs [22, 23]. Because the ability to use these diagrams has implications for reasoning in general and for policy
reasoning in particular, teaching the theory has become somewhat of a priority. But even after weeks of instruction, students in causal reasoning courses, like those in other formal domains like algebra or physics, still fall short of being able to build and utilize formal representations reliably and accurately. This led us to wonder whether the cognitive cost of teaching causal diagrams outweighs the presumptive benefit of using or building causal diagrams from texts like Figure 1.

To test differences in performance and learning between students who used diagrams, diagramming tools, or neither (only text representations), we randomly assigned students who had no prior training in causal reasoning to one of three conditions:

1. **Text** students (the control group) received all case studies as text only (Figure 1).
2. **Diagram** students received, in addition to a text version, a correct, diagrammatic representation of the case study (Figure 2).
3. **Tool** students received the case study along with a computer tool with which they could construct their own diagrams (Figure 3).

![Figure 2. A causal diagram representing the case-study on obesity. Boxes represent causal variables, and arrows represent either positive (+), negative (-), or no (x) influence of one variable on another. An annotation on the arrow (e.g. PHS) identifies the source making the causal claim.](image)

Note that to solve the question about exercise reducing the amount of junk food eaten using the diagram in Figure 2, students only need to notice that there is no set of arrows leading from the exercise variable to the amount of junk food eaten variable.

![Figure 3. The iLogos tool shown in causal mode [24].](image)
2. Participants and Setting

We investigated these questions with 63 Carnegie Mellon University students enrolled in undergraduate philosophy classes but who had no prior training in causal reasoning.

3. Research design

The study consisted of a brief, 15 minute training (M = 16.32, SD = 5.43), and three tests in which students were given a policy text and asked to answer 10 causal reasoning questions, (see Figure 4.) All students began the experiment with a policy argument on the environment (pretest) presented in text only. After the pretest, text students received training on causal reasoning without diagrams, while diagram and tool students received training with diagrams. We then tested performance (performance test) by giving students another policy argument on obesity presented as text to the text students, presented as text with a diagram to the diagram students and presented as text with the diagramming tool to tool students. Finally, to test learning, all students were given a third text on crime in which policy arguments were presented as text only (learning test).¹

![Figure 4. The experimental procedure showing order of tests and training for each group.](image)

In the training, both groups received 4 interactive web-pages of instruction on causal reasoning. The diagram and tool groups’ instruction included diagrams (as in Figure 2), while the text group’s did not. To make the training as close to identical as possible, every diagrammatic explanation in the diagram/tool training was matched by an equivalent prose explanation in the text training. Tool students also received an additional page of instruction describing how the buttons of the tool worked (Figure 3), but with no additional information about diagrams or reasoning. While students received feedback on the problems they solved on the training, we gave them no feedback about their answers on the tests.

4. Data collection

On each test, students were asked 10 multiple choice, causal questions (e.g. “According to the PHS, will making kids exercise more reduce the number of junk food commer-

¹ Note that the order of policy texts in the tests was not counter-balanced, i.e. all students received the policy text on environment in the pretest, followed by obesity on the performance test, followed by crime on the learning test. The underlying causal structure of each policy text however, (i.e. the number of variables and connections between variables), was identical across policy texts—texts differed only in cover story.
cials they watch?”). Students could answer one of three ways, either that: a) there would be a causal effect (e.g. reducing junk food commercials would affect obesity), b) there would be no causal effect, or c) there was not enough information to decide. We also recorded the time students spent on each test, and whether or not they constructed a diagram on scratch paper.

5. Results

Overall performance and learning results. As can be seen in Figure 5, all groups performed at chance on the pretest (Text = 34%, Diagram = 35%, and Tool = 36% with no significant differences between groups). After training, students were given a performance test in which policy information was presented as text to text students, as text with a correct diagram to diagram students, and as text with a diagramming tool to tool students. On this performance test, diagram students scored 49%, outperforming both the text students who scored 41% (p < .05, df = 54) and the tool students who scored 40% (although the difference was not significant) showing that students reason better when text is accompanied by a correct diagram, rather than by a tool or alone.2 On the learning test however, in which all students received policy information as text only, both tool students (67%) and diagram students (62%) outperformed text students (56%, p < .05, p = .07 respectively, df = 57), so while having a correct diagram seems to provide a superior advantage for improving performance, the dramatic gains of the tool

---

2 We performed a multiple regression with the mean test score as the outcome variable, 2 dummy variables representing experimental condition, and time on test and training as covariates. On the learning test, we used time on training as a covariate. The multiple regression analysis is equivalent to an ANOVA and was used because the coefficients are easier to interpret.
group on the learning test undercut any clear advantage of having a diagram for learning.

Effect of making a diagram on the learning test. To better understand the tool group’s learning gains, we looked separately at students who made diagrams and students who didn’t make diagrams on the learning test (see Figure 6). The 6 students who made diagrams performed better (77%) than the 57 students who did not make diagrams (59%, p < .05, df = 61) demonstrating either the usefulness of diagrams or a selection effect showing that “good” students make diagrams.

Effect of tool practice on the learning test. Figure 7 shows the scores of students who did not make diagrams on the learning test, (13 tool students, 20 diagram students, and 24 text students). Among these students, students in the tool condition who had practiced making diagrams on the performance test scored 67%, outperforming the students in the text condition who scored 56% (p < .05, df = 53), and students in the diagram condition who scored 58% (p < .10, df = 53). Although these results are correlational they suggest that, when diagrams are unavailable, having practiced making diagrams with a tool leads to an increase in learning.

Time. There were no significant differences in time between groups on the pretest, performance test or learning test, however, the diagram group spent longer (16.1 min) on the shared training than the text group (13.4 min, p < .05, df = 60). One could argue that diagrams simply make students spend longer on training, however, that explanation cannot account for the results of the learning test or for the fact that the training did not have such an effect on the tool group, whose time on training (14.8 min) was not significantly different than that of the text group. In fact, given the dramatically greater amount of practice students have had prior to the experiment with text as compared to diagrams, it is surprising that differences in training time were not greater. Of far greater import is the relatively short time that all groups spent on training and testing—whereas professors and graduate students took approximately 1-1.5 hours to complete the experiment during pilot testing, participants took an average of only 32 minutes!

Main results. In summary, there are two results that require explanation: 1) diagram students showed better performance than text and tool students, and 2) tool students demonstrated greater learning.

6. Interpretation

How do we explain performance of the diagram students and the learning of the tool students? Using a diagram to make an inference requires at least three basic steps: 1. comprehension, 2. construction, and 3. interpretation (see Figure 8).

![Figure 8. General steps in using an external representation.](image)
In the comprehension step [25], students recognize a relevant piece of information in the source text, (e.g. a causal claim), presumably forming some corresponding mental representation. From that mental representation, students may either try solve the inference problem directly, (which may impose a significant working memory burden), or they may externalize that information in a new form by constructing a diagram. Students then interpret the diagram, making the inference needed to solve the problem.

If the diagram format works, (i.e. it reduces the required amount of working memory or number of cognitive operations), and students have learned how to use the format, then using a diagram should be more effective than using text. Also diagrams should help more than tools, because when students use a tool they must comprehend, construct and interpret, whereas students using a diagram only have to interpret. The process in Figure 8 thus predicts the superior results of the diagram students on the performance test—students had greater success with diagrams than with text or tools.

The process in Figure 8 also explains the learning results of the tool students: if practicing constructing diagrams improves one’s comprehension skills, then tool students should perform better than text and diagram students when diagrams aren’t used, which is exactly what we see in Figure 7. Note, that even with improved comprehension skills, solving the problem from the mental representation should still be more difficult than solving the problem with a diagram (if the diagram format has been properly designed to reduce working memory burden or the number of cognitive operations), which are the results we see in Figure 6.

To summarize, when we tested reasoning performance, we saw that the diagram students outperformed the others, suggesting that, indeed, the interpretation step (of reading off the diagram to get the answer) is easier than the combined comprehension, construction and interpretation steps required when one has a tool, (a conclusion supported by the observation that no tool student was able to construct a correct diagram on the performance test). On the other hand, when we tested learning by removing all diagrams and tools, students who had practiced constructing diagrams with tools outperformed the others, suggesting that practice constructing diagrams may improve students’ comprehension skills.

7. Conclusion

We found that after only 15 minutes of training, students were able to make almost 10-20% more accurate inferences about the effects of different social policies when they had a correct diagrammatic representation,3 and that practice constructing diagrams also improved students’ reasoning by approximately 10%.4

So it seems that diagrams, whether constructed or received, are indeed useful for (learning) causal reasoning about public policy. With effective instruction over a period of weeks, we are hopeful that students can not only handle the sorts of problems we examined here, but also policy problems of more realistic complexity. In pursuit of this goal, we are now conducting protocol studies of diagram construction on experts and novices. We hope to leverage these studies into a cognitive model of diagram con-

---

3 Comparing the average score of 49% for diagram students to the 40% and 41% of the text and tool students on the performance test, and comparing the average score of 77% for students that made any diagram on learning test to the 59% of students who didn’t make diagrams.

4 Comparing the averages of 67% of tool students who did not make diagrams on the learning test to the 58% of diagram students and 56% of text students.
struction, and leverage the cognitive model of diagram construction into a cognitive tutor.
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